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Abstract: Additive manufacturing by selective laser melting (SLM) was used to investigate the
effect of powder feedstock on 316L stainless steel properties include microstructure, relative density,
microhardness and mechanical properties. Gas atomized SS316L powders of three different particle
size distribution were used in this study. Microstructural investigations were done by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Tensile tests were performed at room temperatures. Microstructure
characterization revealed the presence of hierarchical structures consisting of solidified melt pools,
columnar grains and multiform shaped sub-grains. The results showed that the SLM sample from
the fine powder obtained the highest mechanical properties with ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
of 611.9 ± 9.4 MPa and yield strength (YS) of 519.1 ± 5.9 MPa, and an attendant elongation (EL)
of 14.6 ± 1.9%, and a maximum of 97.92 ± 0.13% and a high microhardness 291 ± 6 HV0.1. It has
been verified that the fine powder (~16 µm) could be used in additive manufacturing with proper
printing parameters.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, selective laser melting (SLM) plays a crucial role in the production of components
with complex shapes as a metal additive manufacturing (AM) technology that offers the properties of
metallurgical bonds, relatively high densities, high dimensional accuracies, favorable mechanical
properties, and little waste material. Great research efforts have been devoted to establish the
relationship between the process, microstructure, and mechanical performance for Ti-based alloy [1–4],
Ni-based superalloys [5–7], NiTi shape memory alloys [8], copper alloy [9], stainless steels [10–21],
high-speed tool steel [22], Co-Cr alloy [23], which played a wide range of applications, including
biomimetic bone implants [24,25], aerospace and nuclear industry, hot working [26] and automotive
pistons [27].

The 316L stainless steel (SS316L) as an austenitic stainless steel is widely used in medicine and
industry due to its good weldability and machinability and in combination with high corrosion
resistance. Researchers have performed many experiments to establish the properties of SS316L
produced by SLM [28]. Yusuf et al. studied the porosity and microhardness of SLM SS316L samples
by using the powders with diameters ranging from 15 to 40 µm and found that high relative density
(≥99%), and the average microhardness values in the SLM samples were higher than the wrought
manufactured counterpart. This is due to the fine microstructures from the localised melting and rapid
solidification rate of the SLM process [10]. Luo et al. investigated the microstructure and mechanical
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properties of the SLM biomedical SS316L samples and found that the average grain size was ~13.5 µm,
the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was ~720.3 MPa, and the relative density (RD) was 98.9% when
the processing parameters as follow: laser power of 230 W, layer thickness of 30 µm, and scan speed
of 800 mm/s, and the metal powders were nearly spherical and their size distribution followed the
Gaussian distribution with a medium diameter of 37.2 µm [11]. Sun et al. reported that the scanning
speed of the laser could be much improved due to the use of 380 W power laser. It provided an
insight on how to improve SLM building rates without any loss of parts’ density and mechanical
properties [12]. It indicated the presence of residual stresses within the samples after SLM process,
which causes the lattice distortions that result in obvious peak widening phenomenon [29,30]. At the
top surface, the residual stresses are higher in scan direction than in the perpendicular direction.
In contrast, at the lateral surface the maximum main stress is perpendicular to the scan and parallel to
the building direction [31]. Cherry et al. demonstrated the effect of laser energy density on properties
of SS316L parts via SLM, the size range of SS316L powder used in the investigation was from 15 to
45 µm. They found that a fine cellular/dendritic structure was apparent, and the least amount of
porosity of 0.38% was obtained at an energy density of 104.52 J/mm3, and the balling phenomenon
on the top surface of the SLM cubes was obviously different at different laser energy density [13].
The correlation between process parameters, density, tensile strength and microstructure of SLM
SS316L parts presented by Liverani et al. [14]. Their researches showed that the SLM SS316L parts with
better properties could be obtained by using different process parameters. It’s true that the process
parameters have a significant effect on the performance of the SLM metal parts. However, the SS316L
powder materials used in their experiment did not contain the fine powder (<15 µm). It was a huge
waste of material.

Nandwana et al. investigated the effect of powder feedstock on sintering kinetics along with
empirical models for solid-state and supersolidus liquid phase sintering (SLPS) of Inconel 718 parts
fabricated by binder jet 3D printing (BJ3DP). They discussed an empirical framework to identify the
role of powder particle size and liquid volume fraction on sintering kinetics [7]. Ti-6Al-4V feedstocks
obtained by mixing or satelliting elemental powders were investigated and compared to a reference
pre-alloyed material by Attar et al. [3]. Results showed that the particle size distribution of the
feedstocks translate in deposited microstructures exhibiting different porosity, elemental segregation,
and average grain size, revealing the impact of the powder blend characteristics on the laser energy
absorbance and solidification of the alloy.

The purpose of this paper is to verify that fine powder (~16 µm) can also be applied well in
SLM under proper process parameters. In this work, SLM of three particle size distribution of SS316L
powders was performed to prepare SS316L parts. The microstructure, relative density and mechanical
properties of SLM processed SS316L parts were assessed. This study demonstrates that it is possible to
use fine powder efficiently in SLM, thus reducing the waste of materials.

2. Materials and Methods

The SS316L nearly spherical powder was gas atomized. Mesh sieving and air classification were
adopted to select spherical-shape SS316L powder with three particle size distribution. The particle
size distribution analysis was carried out using OMEC LS-POP Particle Size Analyzer (Zhuhai OMEC
Instruments Co., Ltd., Zhuhai, China) using laser interferometry. Particle size distribution of three
SS316L powders were presented in Figure 1. The size of finer particles is ~16 µm (called fine powder).
The size of coarser particles was 4–48 µm (called coarse powder) and the size of raw particles was
~48 µm (called raw powder) with a composition of Fe 66.59 wt. %, Cr 17.26 wt. %, Ni 11.48 wt. %,
Mo 2.32 wt. %, Mn 1.41 wt. %, Si 0.71 wt. %, C 0.018 wt. %, and trace amounts of S and P for SLM
processing. Three kinds of SS316L powders were characterized using a Hitachi S3400 environmental
scanning electron microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) for their morphology (Figure 2). The SS316L
powders are nearly spherical, but a very small amount of irregular powder can be observed.
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Figure 1. Size distributions of three kinds of SS316L powders (a) raw powder, (b) coarse powder and 
(c) fine powder. 

 
Figure 2. SEM image of three particle size distribution of SS316L powders (a) raw powder, (b) fine 
powder and (c) coarse powder. 

Metallic parts had been produced using the SLM process by the AFS-M120 (Longyuan AFS Co., 
Beijing, China) with a maximum power of 500 W and a laser spot diameter of 70 μm. Figure 3a 
schematically illustrates the SLM system. In the experiments, the processing parameters was 
maintained at the standard settings as recommended by the machine maker (laser power of 200 W, 
layer thickness of 30 μm, hatch distance of 60 μm, scanning speed of 2000 mm/s and the scan strategy 
as showed in Figure 3b, Longyuan AFS Co., Beijing, China) at a high-purity Ar atmosphere 
containing no more than 100 ppm environment oxygen. The laser energy density (total energy input 
per volume of each track), E (J/mm3), can be calculated by [32]: 
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where P is the incident laser power, v is the scanning speed, L is the layer thickness, and H is the 
hatch distance. The E value can then be determined as approximately 55.6 J/mm3. 
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Figure 2. SEM image of three particle size distribution of SS316L powders (a) raw powder, (b) fine
powder and (c) coarse powder.

Metallic parts had been produced using the SLM process by the AFS-M120 (Longyuan AFS Co.,
Beijing, China) with a maximum power of 500 W and a laser spot diameter of 70 µm. Figure 3a
schematically illustrates the SLM system. In the experiments, the processing parameters was
maintained at the standard settings as recommended by the machine maker (laser power of 200 W,
layer thickness of 30 µm, hatch distance of 60 µm, scanning speed of 2000 mm/s and the scan strategy
as showed in Figure 3b, Longyuan AFS Co., Beijing, China) at a high-purity Ar atmosphere containing
no more than 100 ppm environment oxygen. The laser energy density (total energy input per volume
of each track), E (J/mm3), can be calculated by [32]:

E = P/(v × L × H) (1)

where P is the incident laser power, v is the scanning speed, L is the layer thickness, and H is the hatch
distance. The E value can then be determined as approximately 55.6 J/mm3.
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The density of SLM samples was measured using the Archimedes principle, which can measure
the mean density of any sample with complex geometry. The masses of SLM samples were measured
independently in air and subsequently in deionised water (ASTM B962-15). Five independent
trials were conducted under the same conditions. Relative density (RD) was calculated through
the relation [33]:

RD =
m0 · ρwater

ρ1(m0 − m1)
× 100% (2)

where m0 is the samples’ mass (g) in air, m1 is the samples’ mass (g) in water, ρwater is the density of
deionised water which was 0.9982 g/cm3, and ρ1 is the density of standard steel which is 7.98 g/cm3.

Microhardness was measured by using an HVS-1000 Digital Micro Vickers Hardness (HV) Tester
(Shidai Shanfeng Technology Co., Beijing, China) with a test load of 100 gf and a dwell time of 20 s
(ASTM E384-17). The flat dogbone specimens (Figure 3c) were SLM-processed in horizontal and had
a gauge section of dimensions 10 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm. The tensile tests such as ultimate tensile
strength (UTS), yield strength (YS) and elongation (EL) were measured by AG-20k NICD Shimadzu
Precision Universal Tester (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) with a test load of 16 kN and a crosshead
speed of 1.0 mm/min (ASTM E8/E8M-2013a). Five independent trials were conducted under the
same conditions.

Metallographic specimens were cut from the SLM parts using an electric discharge wire and
ground with a series of silicon carbide (SiC) sandpapers (400, 800, 1200 and 2000 grit) by using a
grinder-polisher machine (YMP-2, Shanghai, China). After plane grinding, polishing was done for
samples with Cr2O3 suspension from 5 µm down to 1 µm to achieve a mirror finish. And then
chemically etched by a solution (10 mL HNO3, 10 mL HCl and 50 mL H2O) for 30 s at room
temperature. The microstructures were observed by TM-1000 scanning electron microscope (Hitachi,
Tokyo, Japan) (low magnification) and QUANTA FEG 250 scanning electron microscope (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with an Energy Dispersive Spectrometer microanalysis
(higher magnification).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Relative Density

Relative density of SLM part is a major quality measure that determines the availability of
components. Taking 7.98 g/cm3 as the reference value of SS316L, the SLM SS316L samples from fine
powder, coarse powder and raw powder achieved a relative density of 97.92 ± 0.13%, 97.00 ± 0.01%
and 97.22 ± 0.01%, respectively. The result confirms that the use of powders with fine granulometry
could achieve better densification of SLM metal parts than coarse grades by means of achieving
the complete melting of powders [34]. Because of the large specific surface area of fine powder,
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it is favourable to densification of SLM part by increasing the absorption of laser energy [35,36].
Wang et al. [16] investigated the effect of different exposure times, point distance and hatch distance
on relative density in SLM SS316L parts. A maximum of 99.99% relative density was reported using
the 316L powder with a size range of 5–40 µm, the scanning speed range of 187.5–250 mm/s, the hatch
distance range of 120–360 µm and the layer thickness of 150 µm. Lower scanning speed is beneficial to
complete melting of fine powder under high layer thickness. When the layer thickness is very low,
lower scanning speed will lead to fine powder vaporisation occurrence [37]. Obviously, increasing
the thickness of the layer can also shorten the processing time, improve the processing efficiency and
reduce the cost. In order to maintain the processing efficiency, the density of the SLM sample could be
improved by increasing the laser power. Additionally, it has been proved that the optimized scanning
strategy can increase the density of SLM samples by Kruth et al. [38]. Besides, the equipment factor is
also one of the reasons for the difference in relative density in SLM process [10,12,20].

3.2. Topography of Top Surface

Figure 4 shows the topography of top surface of SLM samples from three particle size distribution
of SS316L powders. It can be seen that the sample from fine powder has less un-melted powders
sticking on the surface but also containing micro-cracks with a maximum length about 30 µm indicated
yellow arrows, compare to samples from coarse powder and raw powder, whose surface have some
un-melted powders (white cycles) with diameter of 20–60 µm as showed in Figure 4c,d. And fine
spherical powders with diameter less than 5 µm inside the micro-crack of sample from fine powder
are observed as showed in Figure 4b. The un-melted powders come from two aspects, one is the larger
powder particle with diameter more than 20 µm in raw materials, the other is the balling phenomenon,
which is mainly caused by excessive scanning speed in this study. Balling is strongly influenced by
the temperature of both the molten powder particles and solid surface [13]. The temperature will be
influenced by the energy imparted to the metal powders and is directly related to the particle size
distribution of powder explored in this study. The micro-cracks of the SLM part can be attributed to
the thermal deformation and residual stress during the SLM process. The SLM is a rapid heating and
rapid cooling process. In the solidification process, there is not enough liquid metal to supplement the
solidification region. In the subsequent cooling shrinkage process, the solidification region is restrained
by the surrounding colder substrate, and the formed residual stress is often difficult to be released,
and it will crack if the residual stress released [39]. In the process of SLM, the residual stress is caused
by the thermal expansion coefficient, the elastic modulus and the temperature gradient in the laser
molten pool area are the root causes of the crack formation. Meanwhile, the micro-stress is caused by
the composition of the cladding layer and the tissue gradient leads to the crack propagation. Reducing
the scanning speed could decrease the un-melted powders. The micro-cracks of the SLM part could be
prevented by shorting the hatch distance [40]. However, these measures would increase the processing
time significantly. Optimizing the scanning strategies could reduce thermal stress and reduce the
tendency of cracks [41]. Adherent non-metals substances (red arrows) on surface of SLM sample from
the raw powder were observed in Figure 4d. Non-metals substances are mainly Al2O3 as showed in
Figure 4e. This is one of the reasons for the low density of SLM sample from the raw powder.
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Figure 4. SEM images of top surface of three SLM SS316L samples (a) low and (b) high magnification
of a crack containing un-melted particles of fine powder, (c) coarse powder, (d) raw powder and
(e) microanalysis of the non-metals substances in (d).

3.3. Microstructure of SLM Samples

Figure 5 shows the three cross-sectional views of SLM samples from three particle size distribution
of SS316L powders. The XY plane is scanning direction, and YZ and XZ planes are building direction.
The microstructure of all nine etched SLM samples consists of dendritic structure and cellular structure
(Figure 6) with the sizes of the sub-grains are less than 0.5 µm. The number of cellular structure
on XY plane is obviously more than that on XZ and YZ planes. The microstructure on XZ and YZ
planes is mostly made up of the dendritic structure. Yusuf et al. [10] and Cherry et al. [13] have
observed the same microstructure in SLM SS316L parts. Such a structure can be attributed to rapid
solidification due to high cooling rates in the SLM processing [5]. On XY plane, there are obviously a
lot of micro-cracks (yellow arrows) with a maximum length about 50 µm inner three SLM samples as
showed in Figure 5a–c. From Figure 5d–i it can be seen that the curved “fish-scale”-like geometries on
YZ and XZ planes is caused by the partial remelting of the semicircular shape of the molten pool and
the solidified continuous sedimentary layer [42]. It’s similar to the work carried out by Yusuf et al. [10]
and Cherry et al. [13]. It can be observed in Figure 5 that the defects in SLM SS316L samples from
three particle size distribution powders are different. In the two planes of SLM samples from coarse
powder and raw powder, incomplete fusion (white arrows) and some micro-cracks with length of
20–30 µm (yellow arrows) are observed as showed in Figure 5e,f,h,i. In contrast, there are almost no
binding defects on two planes of SLM samples from fine powder. Binding defects are likely generated
by incomplete melting of larger particles in the coarse and raw powders [14]. It can be removed by
optimizing process parameters to achieve complete melting of large particles, such as increasing laser
power or reducing scanning speed.
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3.4. Microhardness Measurements

In Table 1, microhardness values of SLM SS316L specimens from fine powder, coarse powder and
raw powder on XY, XZ and YZ planes are given. Microhardness values of SLM samples from coarse
powder and raw powder on XY plane is higher than other two planes which had similar HV values,
similarly to what has been reported by Yusuf et al. [10]. This is because of the scan strategy in SLM
processes, which means localised melting of powder particles that often results in non-homogeneous
morphologies and anisotropic grain structures [43,44]. However, the microhardness of the fine powder
SLM samples at the XY plane is lower than other two planes which had similar hardness values
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too. This is because of the XY plane contains a lot of micro-cracks, almost no micro-crack in the
XZ and YZ plane, as showed in Figure 5a–c. In this study, microhardness values of all SLM SS316L
samples are higher than that of the standard bulk SS316L (185 HV) and other researches about SLM
SS316L [10–14,21]. The reasons for this result are as follows:

(i) laser energy density is different. Liverani et al. [14] showed that the grain size was larger at
higher laser energy density. An increase in laser energy density from 102.0 to 153.1 J/mm3 resulted in
hardness values of SLM SS316L sample decreasing from 240 to 230 HV1.

(ii) the printing substrate was not pretreated during processing and the SLM sample was not used
for trial post-processing stress-relieving. The range of microhardness value was 216–221 HV1 when
the SLM SS316L sample was stress-relieved at 800 ◦C/5 h conditions [21].

(iii) the loads used in hardness testing are different. It has been confirmed that lower hardness
values may be obtained at higher loads in [12–14].

Table 1. Summary of micro hardness of prior work on SLM SS316L parts and this study.

Particle Size (µm) P (W) v (mm/s) L (µm) H (µm) Microhardness (HV) Reference

15–40 200 1600 50 N/A
XY 262 HV0.1

[10]XZ 237 HV0.1
YZ 239 HV0.1

d50 = 37.2 140–290 800 30 N/A 200–245 500N [11]
20–63 380 3000 50 25–120 213–220 HV1 [12]
15–45 180 557–1670 50 124 235 HV10 [13]
15–45 100, 150 700 20 50, 70 210–240 HV1 [14]

d50 = 21.6 300 700–1200 30 80 251–282 HV0.1 [16]
20–63 100, 200 200–220 50 N/A 247–255 HV0.1 [21]

~16 200 2000 30 60
XY 276 ± 6 HV0.1

This studyXZ 291 ± 6 HV0.1
YZ 286 ± 5 HV0.1

4–48 200 2000 30 60
XY 281 ± 8 HV0.1

This studyXZ 246 ± 7 HV0.1
YZ 249 ± 5 HV0.1

~48 200 2000 30 60
XY 277 ± 9 HV0.1

This studyXZ 248 ± 10 HV0.1
YZ 255 ± 10 HV0.1

N/A indicates that the parameters values are not available.

3.5. Mechanical Properties

Tensile properties such as UTS, YS, and EL of three different SLM SS316L samples from the fine
powder, coarse powder and raw powder are listed in Table 2. Learn from Table 2, as the SS316L SLM
samples was from fine powder, the highest UTS of 611.9 ± 9.4 MPa and YS of 519.1 ± 5.9 MPa and
the largest EL of 14.6 ± 1.9% were obtained and practically fitted into the range of values obtained
in [14–17,20]. Ours are slightly lower in EL, which might be due to a higher hardness. The high
strength and ductility of the SLM sample from fine powder can be rationalized by considering there
are less pores inner the sample as showed in Figure 5. The residual pores often leads to the degradation
of mechanical properties [45]. Comparison of process parameters of SLM samples with mechanical
properties values given in the references [11,18,19,21] shows a tendency of higher UTS, YS and EL
along with lower laser scanning speed (187.5–800 mm/s) with fewer pores in microstructure. As other
processing parameters are fixed, a higher laser energy density can be obtained by decreasing the
scanning speed. So as to reduce the porosity of the SLM sample. However, the higher laser scan
speed can increase the processing efficiency and reduce the processing cost without significantly
decreasing the SLM sample’s mechanical properties. The influence of the preheating temperature on
the mechanical properties of the SLM SS316L parts was investigated by Zhang et al. [20]. The results
showed that the preheating temperature played an important role in the SLM process.
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Table 2. Summary of tensile properties of prior work on SLM SS316L parts and this study.

Particle Size (µm) P (W) v (mm/s) L (µm) H (µm) UTS (MPa) YS (MPa) EL (%) Reference

d50 = 37.2 140–290 800 30 N/A 600–700 N/A 40–60 [11]
15–45 100, 150 700 20 50, 70 575–640 420–520 30–70 [14]
10–45 200 ~1000 20 100 594 487 49 [15]

d50 = 21.6 300 700–1200 30 80 590 N/A 14.5–21.1 [16]
20–50 90 1000 30 150 621.7 ± 12 511.6 ± 14 20.4 ± 3 [17]

d50 = 31 200 750 50 110 684.7 554 36.6 [18]
5–40 380 187.5–250 150 120–360 550–700 450–600 39.7–41.8 [19]

d50 = 27 100 100–300 50–100 80 500–600 N/A 10 [20]
20–63 100, 200 200–220 50 N/A 662–750 409–517 25–32 [21]
~16 200 2000 30 60 611.9 ± 9.4 519.1 ± 5.9 14.6 ± 1.9 This study
4–48 200 2000 30 60 589.0 ± 8.9 498.9 ± 4.2 11.4 ± 2.2 This study
~48 200 2000 30 60 597.6 ± 4.0 509.8 ± 1.7 11.0 ± 1.4 This study

N/A indicates that the parameters values are not available.

3.6. Fractography

SEM images exposed upon the fracture surfaces of the three tensile samples are summarized in
Figure 7a–c at low magnifications, indicating the feature of brittle fracture. In relation to binding defects,
irregular voids (yellow arrows) associated with un-melted powder (white arrows) were observed,
in line with similar observations by Liverani et al. [14] and Zhong et al. [15]. The un-melted powder in
the sample from the fine powder was dropped into the crack and unable to be scanned by the laser
beam (Figure 4b). The formation mechanism of un-melted powder in samples from coarse powder and
raw powder related to too fast scanning speed during the SLM process, which would lead to larger
particles incomplete melting or balling. At higher magnification, the cleavage surface morphology of
the three samples was almost the same, and sub-grain structure was shown (Figure 7d–f); and very
fine dimples, typical of ductile failure, were observed (Figure 7g–i). The sample from the fine powder
has the largest of dimple with diameter of 1–2 µm, the sample from the coarse powder is the smallest
with diameter less than 0.5 µm, and the sample from the raw powder is 0.5–1 µm. It is the reason of
the best ductility of the sample from the fine powder.
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Figure 7. Fracture morphologies of the tensile test of three SLM SS316L samples at low magnifications
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powder, (e) coarse powder, and (f) raw powder. High magnifications, dimple morphology (g) fine
powder, (h) coarse powder, and (i) raw powder.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, samples of SS316L were fabricated by SLM from three particle size distribution of
SS316L powders via a gas atomization system. Through the experimental results, microstructures and
mechanical properties of SLM samples of SS316L are affected by powder feedstock. The dendritic
structure and cellular structure in all of SLM samples are observed from SEM analysis. The SLM sample
from the fine powder (~16 µm) shows the highest UTS of 611.9 ± 9.4 MPa and YS of 519.1 ± 5.9 MPa
and the largest EL of 14.6 ± 1.9%, and whose relative density and microhardness reaches a maximum
of 97.92 ± 0.13% and 291 ± 6 HV. The findings would be a valuable instruction for selection the size of
raw materials in SLM processing and reduce the waste of materials.
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